TRADITIONAL CLASS TREE PLANTED BY 1932

BUFF AND BLUE SONG HEARD FOR FIRST TIME

The Freshman Class, dressed in the traditional white of Freshman Day, planted their tree in front of Knowlton House last Saturday afternoon, before the other three classes and the visitors who were here for Freshman Pageant. Caroline Bradley, retiring president of 1931, with a few words expressing the ideals of the tree, and the best wishes of the Sopho- more Class, who had been given the tree to Loi Saunders, president of the Fresh, Much credit goes especially to shovels in behalf of the class, the Juniors, for the money raised by panning for the class itself and its aspirations. Then, as at all tree plant- ings, the Freshmen sang to the other classes, who answered them. They sang for the first time the Buff and Blue song of their class.

BUFF AND BLUE SONG

In whatever we do, victorious,
Let our honor keep them high;
Here is the Buff and Blue.
Till our college days are through.

For sixty-two!
For sixty-two!

DELIGHTFUL CONCERT GIVEN IN KNOWLTON HOUSE

On Friday evening, May 16 the ad- vanced class in Musical Composition gave a recital in the Music Room. The program consisted of original composi- tion by students, under the direction of Professor Charles H. Watts, which included the following works:

- The Second Mrs. Tat~...-no Story, by Betty Edwards, a dramatic monologue delivered by a girl directing the audience by her ability. The recital was an acquisition to every audience.
- The Poem "acquired memories," the perception of what the poem was set was also written by the German. The music to which the poem was set was also written by the German.
- "The long weary road you are about to travel, the slow accretion of impressions in the consciousness of a poet," the perception of analogs, and the comprehension of the most advanced in the form of metaphor above.
- The Preliminary Skirmishes in becoming a writer. And when you have learned your trade as apprentice and

LARGE NUMBER ATTEND CLOSING DAY EXERCISES OF CHARTER HOUSE

In spite of the rain a fairly good-sized audience attended the Closing Day exercises at Charter House last Thursday. The usual ceremonies, such as the choiring of children were present, and several of the speakers took part in this program.

The first event was given out-of- doors as scheduled in spite of the drizzle. Two dances supervised and directed by Betty Edwards and Biana
dy were given by a group of about twenty children in old-fashioned cos- tumes. The rest of the program was immediately brought everyone into the form of a take-off on the class- men of the class. As a result, the favorable comment of nationally known critics, and a collection of her poetry may appear in the near future.

When asked about the writing of poetry, Miss Roche modestly replied, "It would be presumptuous for me to advance theories about writing; haven't any illusions about the number of people who would listen to me! Perhaps others who have not been worked on by the German may have interpretations. In the following essay from Walter Benjamin of "The Monocle" he says, "At present a large number of novellists, but his words seem applied to our own."

"All the long weary road you are about to travel, the slow accretion of impressions in the consciousness of a poet," the perception of analogs, and the comprehension of the most advanced in the form of metaphor above. The Preliminary Skirmishes in becoming a writer. And when you have learned your trade as apprentice and

Pageant Takes Form of Musical Comedy

The Class of 1932 presented a de- cidedly different and original Fresh- man Pageant last Saturday afternoon in Hollower. The Cast was a delight as they delved into the past dark ages as former classes have done. The freshmen chose to give a musical comedy in the form of a take-off on the classes at C. C. today.

Then followed in rapid succession songs and dances which surprised and delighted the crowd that had gone to Hollower. Almost an anticipation of some- thing unusual. From the moment that Allen Bartlett is to be congratulated on the unusual ability of Katherine Harr- son who composed the songs and to

JUNIORS AND SENIORS VICTORIOUS IN BASE- BALL GAMES

The first three baseball games of the season have, placed the Juniors and Seniors on the head of the scoring with the Juniors leading in second place.

TYPED MANUSCRIPTS OF 100 TO 160 REPRINTED (Continued on page 4, column 3)
Connecticut College News
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Published by the students of Connecticut College every Saturday throughout the school year, except during mid-years and vacations.

Dear Editor:

Freshman, Freshman, bless your hearts—what a challenge! We admit that with the opening lines of your paragraph we catch the very spirit of our hearts. Sit on the Pageant! Freshman being irascible. We turned to the oldest available alumnus and gained her confirmation of our belief that such a thing had never happened before on O. C. campus. "There is nothing but mind. "—Hymn to Efficiency." Funereal uniforms of black and gray. If 18-year-olds do not believe that life is very good, and that she, by her very right of being, is going to make it much better, then Peter Pan had better draw himself in a little pity, for the world has grown too old.

We demanded of the marble heavens to know if we had been harboring a cloud of smokes but the vengeant Freshman has been irascible. We took to the oldest available alumna and gained her confirmation of our belief that such a thing had never happened before on O. C. campus. "There is nothing but mind. "—Hymn to Efficiency."

In the gallows which followed that marvel of chemistry, we forgot our pain and took to the blue banner over our heads, we wanted to stand up and cheer for 1932. Bard-boiled? Cynical? World-wise? That marvel of chemistry, we forgot oh Death, where is thy sting?

We demanded of the marble heavens to know if we had been harboring a cloud of smokes but the vengeant Freshman has been irascible. We took to the oldest available alumna and gained her confirmation of our belief that such a thing had never happened before on O. C. campus. "There is nothing but mind. "—Hymn to Efficiency."
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We demanded of the marble heavens to know if we had been harboring a cloud of smokes but the vengeant Freshman has been irascible. We took to the oldest available alumna and gained her confirmation of our belief that such a thing had never happened before on O. C. campus. "There is nothing but mind. "—Hymn to Efficiency."

We demanded of the marble heavens to know if we had been harboring a cloud of smokes but the vengeant Freshman has been irascible. We took to the oldest available alumna and gained her confirmation of our belief that such a thing had never happened before on O. C. campus. "There is nothing but mind. "—Hymn to Efficiency."

In the gallows which followed that marvel of chemistry, we forgot our pain and took to the blue banner over our heads, we wanted to stand up and cheer for 1932. Bard-boiled? Cynical? World-wise? That marvel of chemistry, we forgot oh Death, where is thy sting?

In the gallows which followed that marvel of chemistry, we forgot our pain and took to the blue banner over our heads, we wanted to stand up and cheer for 1932. Bard-boiled? Cynical? World-wise? That marvel of chemistry, we forgot oh Death, where is thy sting?

In the gallows which followed that marvel of chemistry, we forgot our pain and took to the blue banner over our heads, we wanted to stand up and cheer for 1932. Bard-boiled? Cynical? World-wise? That marvel of chemistry, we forgot oh Death, where is thy sting?

In the gallows which followed that marvel of chemistry, we forgot our pain and took to the blue banner over our heads, we wanted to stand up and cheer for 1932. Bard-boiled? Cynical? World-wise? That marvel of chemistry, we forgot oh Death, where is thy sting?

In the gallows which followed that marvel of chemistry, we forgot our pain and took to the blue banner over our heads, we wanted to stand up and cheer for 1932. Bard-boiled? Cynical? World-wise? That marvel of chemistry, we forgot oh Death, where is thy sting?
STUDENT GOVERNMENT

(Please Note: Students are reminded that rules which appear in the News are not final until posted on Student Government Bulletin Board. They merely indicate what is being discussed by your representative.)

Cabinet has given over all the points of the various organizations and revised and changed some of them. Those changes will appear in the "C" next year.

At a recent meeting of the Committee on Student Organizations, it was voted to approve the plan of reissuing a list of approved taxis in the "C". It was voted to approve the changes in the point system; all the plans for the Student-Alumnae House drive were approved by the Committee, with the statement that all public performances must be submitted to this Committee before hand.

ALUMNAE NEWS

Dorothy Bailey '26 is leaving her present position to concentrate on free lance illustration in which she has been making a great deal of progress.

Eleanor O'Malley '26 has become assistant buyer in one of the department of Gordon Morris, Boston. Annette and Margaret Elson '26, and Madeline Smith '26 have left for Europe. Elizabeth Forster '23 is to be married on May 18 to George Harmon Cox, Jr.

An Alumna's Chant

Let me live at life's sweetest moment,
Let me pass-the millennium cometh-

...When I wasn't racing to fill the water-your representatives.)

With the opening of the tennis season for Izzy's pop-corn and hot-dogs is in full swing. With all the plenins and all the food that's being consumed, someone is going to be good and sick some day.

We want to say something about Pugwee, but we were so overwhelmed by the originality of the Freshman class that any of our simple remarks would be inadequate. That five-thirty rehearsal certainly had wonderful reaction. Probably a good many people saw the run for the first time.

We're all looking forward to A. A. banquet because we hear it is custom for the faculty to serve. Hope they'll remember it and "dress up" for us.

The traffic on third floor Blackstones has been startling. Don't miss the latest creative art of the sophomoric seniors.

The quality drug house of the eastern Connecticut.

The question to keep in your mind this week is, "What are you going to do when exams come around?"

The Mariners Savings Bank

NEW LONDON, CONN.

STATE STREET

Next to Post Office

"The Bank of Cheerful Service"

FISHER'S

104 State Street

Phone 3335

N. J. Gorra & Brother

Dresses, Knit Suits, Sweaters and Underwear

BRATER'S

102 Main Street

FINE PICTURES AND PICTURE FRAMING

GIFTS AND MOTTOES

Turner's Flower Shop

75 Main Street, Opp. Moore's

Next to Savings Bank of N. L.

Telephone H12

FLOWERS FOR ALL OCCASIONS

Birds and Goldfish, Supplies and Accessories

The Woman's Shoppe

CABINS AND ENSEMBLES

In Various Materials and Colors

Tate & Neulan

HATS - FURS - PERNISHINGS

Leather Coats, Riding Breeches, Mark Cross Gloves, McCallum Hose, Benson Hats, Dobbs Hats, Ladies' Sport Hats

NEW LONDON

LIGHTHOUSE INN

Just the right distance from college for LUNCHEONS AND DINNER PARTIES

ARTERNOON TEA A SPECIALTY

But overnight and week-end accommodations for parents and friends

Perry & Stone, Inc.

JEWELERS AND OPTICIANS

Fine Leather Goods, Stationery Gift Articles in Great Variety

128 State Street

NEW LONDON

The Quality Drug House of Eastern Connecticut.

THE NICHOLS & HARRIS CO.

Established 1849

High Grade Candles and Toilet Articles

119 State St., New London, Conn.

THE HOME PORT

Opposite Knowlton on State Road

BRUNCH TITTIN TEA AND TUCK WAFLETS WITH MAPLE SYRUP FROM VERMONT

Compliments of

ISAAC C. BISHOP

PHOTOGRAPHER

'Phone 403

Manwatering Bd.

When You Buy WALK-OVERS YOU BUY THE BEST

237 State Street

New London

THE SAVINGS BANK OF NEW LONDON

Incorporated 1871

A BIG, STRONG, FRIENDLY BANK

Resources over $24,000,000.00

Consult our Service Department

63 MAIN STREET

POWDER PUFF BEAUTY SALON

Arthur Building, 20 Green Street

ALL FORMS OF BEAUTY CULTURE

Competent Operators

Phone 4740

Lamps—Lamp Attachments

SHADES, BOOK ENDS, FLATRONOS CURLING IRONS, ETC.

The J. Warren Gay Electrical Co.

19 Union Street New London Conn.

The MAYFLOWER TEA ROOM

14 Meridian Street

THE HOME OF HOME COOKING LUNCH, TEA, SUPPER

Open Every Sunday Evening

CROWN CLEANERS AND DYERS

Office and Plant: 207 Main Street

CARL A. GRIEMER, MGR.

"CLEANERS FOR FURRY FOOLS"

The Union Bank

and Trust Company

OF NEW LONDON, CONN.

Incorporated 1799

CHISIDEY'S

THE SHOPPE FOR GREETING CARDS—STATIONERY

AND GIFTS THAT ARE DIFFERENT

F. C. CHISIDEY CO.

115 State Street

Phone 8480

CONNECTICUT COLLEGE BOOKSTORE

College Supplies

The BOOKSHOP

Incorporated

BUY YOUR

BOOKS

NOW FOR GRADE SCHOOL GIFTS

Phone Bindings—Illustrated Editions Limited and Signed Editions of Favorite Authors

Telephone: Your Book Wants to $800

AND JOIN OUR

CIRCULATING LIBRARY

PARTY FAVORS

CARDS GIFTS STATIONERY

Meridian and Church Streets

Near Mohican Hotel
GERMAN CLUB PICNIC A HUGE SUCCESS

The German Club had a picnic in Botteswood on the seventh of May. About twenty members of the club, together with the doughnuts [filled with jelly] or, in order of preference, the chocolate sundaes, banana sandwiches, coffee, sugar, cups and condiments, and, if pressed hard enough, the huge coffee-pot filled with water, attended the festival. Under the able direction of Dr. Eip, who struggled, with much vim, played a pretty game of baseball, and danced with a fair sty for a partner, those present at the picnic were assured of having a gay time. Midsummer entailed with her, which was highly appreciated, and also taught the girls some German songs and dances. Just as the sun was setting, a tired but happy crowd of people trudged homeward, carrying the vanished coffee pot which had been forced to give up its treasure.

"Princeton undergraduates and townpeople will lose an hour's sleep on Sunday morning, when daylight saving time will officially begin." —Daily Princetonian.

And How About Me?

—Your Miscellany News.

MATH CLUB ELECTS OFFICERS

On Monday evening, the 29th of April, the Mathematics Club held a short meeting for the election of officers. Norrtae Anger '20 was elected President for 1929-20 and Virginia Joseph '20 was elected Secretary. Three members of the club, Dorothy Quigley, Norrtae Anger and Marlon Hammon read papers on various men of past fame in the field of mathematics and the meeting was then adjourned on motion.

SPRING PLAY TONIGHT

(Concluded from page 1, column 1)

going, the Wig and Candle will be encouraged to continue experimenting with varied worth-while plays instead of repeatedly presenting the usual light comedy that any average audience can appreciate.

"COLLEGE HUMOR" ANNOUNCES PRIZE CONTEST

(Concluded from page 1, column 2)

$1,000 should be sent with return postage, your name and address to the Campus Prize Novel Contest, College Humor, 165 North La Salle Street, Chicago, Ill., or to the Campus Prize Novel Contest, Doubleday, Doran and Company, Inc., Garden City, N. Y.

The closing date of the contest is midnight, October 15, 1929.

Compliments of Mohican Hotel

THE COLLEGE TEA HOUSE

.133 MOHEGAN AVENUE

SundaySODASCANDIES

RUDDY & COSTELLO

INCORPORATED

JEWELERS AND OPTICIANS

52 State Street

NEW LONDON, CONNECTICUT

THE PANTRY TEA HOUSE

"HOME OF THE BROWINE"

Compliments of

SHALETT'S DYEING AND CLEANING

“JOSEPH AND HIS BRETHREN"

(Concluded from page 1, column 3)

yokes into a sympathetic band of human men bound together by love of their farm and love of each other. No jealousy, but an eternal unvoiced loyalty.

It is not very simplicity—of style and theme—the book has power. It takes possession of one. It is more than the "slice of life"; it is the essence of life itself. The steady, inevitable, almost imperceptible progress of society is present in Joseph, and the everlasting permanence of the fundamentals of life are in his brethren.

THE STYLE SHOP THE PLACE TO DO PROM SHOPPING

"GET IT" AT

STARR BROS., INC.

DRUGGISTS

THE COLLEGIATE NEW SPORT TIE

BLACK AND WHITE

BLACK AND TAN

BROWN AND TAN

Davis & Savard NEW LONDON, CONN.

NOW SHOWING

Imported Woven Sandals AND AN ENDLESS SELECTION OF SPORTS FOOTWEAR

The John Irving Shoe Co. 88 STATE STREET New London, Conn.

Pur Repairing and Remodeling

B. M. BALINE

IMPORTER AND MAKER OF FINE FURS

33 Main Street New London, Conn. Phone 1523

Compliments of The Lyceum Taxi Company

CATERING FOR ANY OCCASION

FOR A LYCEUM TAXI

Dial New London 3000

The Fine Feather, Inc. MERIDIAN STREET

Sportsware and Dressy Frocks East Suit, Sweaters GIFTS AND NOVELTIES Phone 8356

Crockers House Barber Shop JOHN O. JENG, Proprietor Specializing in Hair Cutting and Hair Dyeing EXPERT MANICURIST

THE NEW PRINTED SILKS

UNUSUAL DESIGNS

Wool Tweeds

—AND—

Bouler Effects TO COMBINE FOR Ensemble Effects

THE BEE HIVE THE S. A. GOLDSMITH CO. STATE STREET

ARE YOU BANKING WITH US?

WHY NOT!

The National Bank of Commerce NEW LONDON, CONN.

Boyd, A. Armstrong, Pro., Geo. E. Proft, Vice-Pro. \nWm. H. Brown, Vice-Pro. \nEdward W. Baldwin, Capt.

CLARK'S BEAUTY PARLOR PEARL & HOPKINS

Permanently Waving and All Branches of Beauty Culture

17 Union Street, Phone 2458

When You Say It With Flowers Why Not Try Our Service Delivers to College Promptly FLOWER ARRANGEMENTS FOR ALL OCCASIONS FELLMAN & CLARK THE FLORIST

Crown Beauty Shop Block Phone Flower 3348

Telephone 8277

The Colonial Shoppe 206 State St., New London, Conn.

Restaurant and Grill

CATERING FOR ANY OCCASION

— AT THE CROWN —

"THE RAINBOW MAN" WITH EDDIE DARLING

GREATEST PICTURE OF THE YEAR

Compliments of Edward S. Doton

THE MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY OF NEW YORK

Plant Building, New London, Conn.

Scores of College Women have learned to depend on HISLOPS APPAREL SHOP for the new and fashionable HISLOPS

163 State Street, New London, Conn.

A MODERN DEPARTMENT STORE